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Wednesday 24th February 2021
LQ: Can I design a fantasy character?

In week three we will be writing our own fantasy stories! 

The lessons building up to the Big Write will help us understand what makes a 
good fantasy story and how we can write our own.

Success Criteria:

- I can describe what my character looks like (physical appearance)

- I can describe what my character is wearing and carrying 

- I can describe my character’s personality



Phonics

Today we are going to practice the letter ‘a’ – thinking about how it looks and 
the sound it makes.

First of all, let’s play The Name Game! How quickly can you come up with an 
alliterative sentence using the first sound of your name?

e.g. Josh jumps and jiggles like jelly, or Miss Miller marches magnificently. 



Phonics
What is this letter called?
What sounds can this letter make?

Now trace over the letter shape with your finger, starting 
at the top on the arrow. Follow round the alligator’s round 
belly, up to the top of its back and then down the tail. Can 
you trace this shape in the air? Or on the carpet? Now try 
writing it on paper or a whiteboard! 



Phonics

Play the Bonkers Box game! 
Take it in turns with someone else to choose a picture. Say what 
the picture is of, what phoneme (sound) it starts with and which 
box it belongs in.

a s



Characters

A really important part of reading and writing stories are the characters. You 
need a really good main character for your own story!

Can you name a character from a story that you have read recently?

Use the word bank on the next page to help you to describe that character to 
someone you are working with.  





Main Task

Your job is to design your main 
character for your own fantasy 
story! Decide whether you want 
your character to be a girl or a boy, 
how old they might be, what they 
wear and carry, and what they look 
like. Also think about the kind of 
person they are; brave? Nervous? 
Friendly? Mean? Arrogant? 

First of all, you have got 10 minutes 
to draw your character over the 
template. 



Main Task

Now, use the 
word bank to 
help you to 
describe your 
character. 
Remember to 
think about 
what they look 
like on the 
outside and 
what they're 
like on the 
inside 
(personality). 



Plenary

Where would you set your story? Use your 
imagination and be as wild as you want! Describe your 

idea to someone nearby!   



What descriptive word did you use today that you are really 
proud of? 


